KANGOUROU ENGLISH COMPETITION

LEVEL 7-8

For each question 1-5, read and choose the correct answer.

Read the first sentence. For the second sentence, choose the best answer for each gap (6-10)so that the meaning
stays the same.
6. You can find this flower only in this part of the world.
This flower ………… only in this part of the world.
A) can be found

B) can be finding

C) can found

7. The animal prefers to live on its own.
This animal would ……….. itself.
A) rather live on

B) sooner live on

C) rather live by

8. You must bring at least four pencils.
You must bring ……………. Four pencils.
A) no less than

B) no fewer than

C) no more than
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9. There are more performances in September than in August.
In August there are …………… in September.
A) more performances than B) not as many performances as

C) quite as many performances as

10. We got to the airport two hours before departure.
We …………… to the airport two hours before departure.
A) got at

B) reached to

C) got to

Read the text. For each question (11-15), choose the correct answer.
The ‘La Casa de Papel’/‘Money Heist’ Phenomenon
With so many streaming services nowadays, the number of TV shows is increasing at
a very rapid pace. The American and British series are still dominating the landscape and
make up the majority of the content on these platforms, but giant studios such as Netflix
or Amazon Prime have started looking at ways to expand even further. And what better
way to do that than to shift your focus on some original content from other countries?
The so-called Spanish ‘telenovelas’ have been around for over two decades now and have
always been a big hit with the national audience. However, they have never really made it
outof Spain, with some minor exceptions here and there. The main issue? The language
barrier.While English is universally known and people have grown accustomed to hearing it in
moviesand shows, Spanish, popular as it may be, is miles away from being even close to
English whenit comes to how many people speak or understand it. But what if a show is so
well-marketedand it becomes so popular that the language is no longer a problem? That’s
the question towhich Netflix found the best solution with none other than ‘La Casa de
Papel’/‘Money Heist’.The shows tells the story of a group of outcasts picked one by one by a
genius mastermind who comes with an irresistible offer: to rob a bank. Sounds quite familiar,
doesn’t it? ‘Ocean’s 11’and ‘The Italian Job’ have already tackled this theme. But how is the
Netflix series different?The bank robbery is more than meets the eye. It is actually a statement.
‘To rise up against the system is reckless and idealistic – it’s Don Quixote!’ said Alex Pina, the
creator of the series. Netflix saw the opportunity of turning this well-crafted yet rather unknown
series into something greater. And so they did. ‘La Casa de Papel’/‘Money Heist’ is now one of
the most popular series around the world and the most popular non-English series ever. With the
fifth and last season soonto premiere, new viewing records are expected to be broken by this
now cultural phenomenon!
11. Steaming platforms ………..
A) have started offering less British and American content.
B) have shifted their focus away from TV series.
C) still offer mostly British and American content.
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12. According to the writer, telenovelas ………….
A) are only now beginning to enjoy great popularity in their native country.
B) have always been popular in their native country.
C) are no longer appreciated in their native country.
13. “La Casa de Papel” has …………
A) failed to pass the language test and never made it to Netflix.
B) managed to prove that a show can be highly successful irrespective of language.
C) been forced to switch to a different language to meet international demands.
14. The plot in “La Casa de Papel” …………….
A) is based on already popular topics.
B) deals with content which is entirely original.
C) makes the show too difficult to follow.
15. Producers have ………….
A) decided to release a final season because viewers no longer show an interest in the series.
B) anticipated that the final season will have more viewers than ever.
C) announced that the last season will no longer be aired.

Read the sentences. For each space (16-20), choose the correct answer.
16. There is ………………. an ongoing debate on whether or not kids should be using tablets.
A) currently
B) previously
C) recently
17. If you join the club you will be ……………………. how to write a good review.
A) learnt
B) taught
C) said
18. I prepared that dish …………………. You were watching the game.
A) since
B) before
C) while
19. This will be a welcome break from your daily ……………. .
A) routine
B) custom

C) habit

20. If you are not too ………………. on romantic comedies then this film is not for you.
A) keen
B) fond
C) interested
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Read the text. For each space (21-30), choose the best answer.

The Many Spider-Men
Everybody ……….. (21) familiar with superheroes nowadays, with tens of movies and TV shows
premiering almost every week. One of the most recognizable figures is none ……… (22) than SpiderMan, the teenage wall-crawler who has entered the hearts of fans everywhere ever since his first
appearancein 1962. Created by the great Stan Lee, he now serves ………(23) Marvel’s poster boy
and is currently portrayed by the rising star Tom Holland. But that wasn’t always the case.
Throughout the years, many actors ……… (24) taken on the mantle of the web-slinger in various
adaptations, both on the big and the small screen. Starting with 1967, many animated adaptations
hadbeen produced, ……… (25) multiple actors dubbing the voice of ‘Spidey’. That all changed in 2002
when Tobey Maguire was cast as Peter Parker/ Spider-Man in the first live action take on the
superhero’s story. He enjoyed quite a lot of success and even……… (26) this day many, more
nostalgic people who grew up with Maguire’s films, still see him as the perfect Spider-Man.
A few years after the initial trilogy ended, Andrew Garfield ……… (27) in and was chosen to portray
the angsty high-school student turned superhero. With a darker mood and a totally different spin to
thecharacter, Garfield only lasted 2 years as Spider-Man, before the hero took a well-deserving break
fromthe spotlight.
Eventually, a fellow British actor joined the group, as Tom Holland, the youngest of the three actors,
was chosen by Disney as the one to keep the ……….(28) going. And so he did. He has now appeared
in five films as the ‘web-head’ and doesn’t seem to stop anytime soon.
Even though the three actors who portrayed Spider-Man couldn’t be ……….(29) different, they
have shaped up the past, the present and most ……… (30) the future of this beloved superhero who
is certainly here to stay.

21.

A) is

B) was

C) are

D) were

22.

A) rather

B) another

C) other

D) either

23.

A) as

B) for

C) in

D) of

24.

A) has

B) are

C) had

D) have

25.

A) when

B) with

C) if

D) for

26.

A) in

B) to

C) up

D) at

27.

A) stepped

B) spotted

C) stopped

D) stole

28.

A) legality

B) liberty

C) lethargy

D) legacy

29.

A) the

B) more

C) a

D) few

30.

A) lovely

B) unlike

C) likely

D) lively
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